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Transit-oriented development (TOD) is accepted to be a promising urban planning 
strategy for long-term sustainability, equity, livability, and prosperity in cities. The 
debates over the balance and interaction continue whether TOD actually increases 
transit ridership and reduces vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in different sizes of spatial 
areas. Among those factors that affect the ridership, parking policy appears inconsistent 
with the underlying benefits of TOD. The thesis intends to examine whether the VMT 
reduces and transit ridership increases in TOD, and measure the impact of parking on 
VMT reduction and transit ridership enlargement. 
The San Francisco Bay Area is chosen as the study area. The thesis places emphasis 
on spatial analysis and statistical modeling for the methodology. The spatial analysis 
performed in the thesis utilizes a Geographic Information System (GIS) software to 
identify the location, scale and characteristics of TODs in study areas. Thus, what and 
where are the TODs can be addressed. For statistical modeling, the thesis chooses a 
multi-level model mixed with random and fixed effects to develop for the analysis. A 
census tract level and an individual trip level factors are combined as fixed effects to 
estimate simultaneously. Additionally, the thesis introduces a discussion on parking 
policies and innovative approaches in the context of the likely future trends. 
Through a series of logically ordered questions and approaches, the thesis is aiming to 
shed new light on the research question that parking is essential to TOD and needs 
demand management. Developing TOD in suburban areas would help to increase 
 
transit ridership and reduce VMT on the regional scale. The results unveil the evidence 
that parking spaces and distance to transit stations of park-and-ride have a significant 
impact on transit usage and vehicle miles traveled in the Bay Area. The TOD areas are 
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Part I Introduction 
Transit-Oriented Developments (TOD) is generally accepted to be a promising urban 
planning strategy in promoting the community since Peter Calthorpe highlighted this 
very concept in The Next American Metropolis: Ecology, Community, and the American 
Dream in the 1990s. A mixed-use community within an average 2000-foot walking 
distance of a transit stop and a core commercial area (Calthorpe, 1993) seems to have 
gained currency and attracted the interest of different stakeholders in recent times 
because TOD yields benefits primarily including transit ridership increase, neighborhood 
revitalization, economic development, affordable housing opportunities, and the 
reduction of automobile-related costs (Cervero et al., 2004).  
However, the debates over the balance and interaction continue whether TOD actually 
increases transit ridership and reduces vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in different spatial 
scales. Among those factors that affect the ridership, parking policy appears 
inconsistent with the underlying benefits of TOD. On the one hand, the availability of 
free or low-cost parking is a significant catalyst to automobile usage and deterrent to 
transit ridership, which obviously contradicts the fundamental vision of TOD. Although 
the ridership within TOD is profoundly affected by parking supplies and parking pricing 
both at origins and destinations, proper parking management in TOD is one of the keys 
to successful transit ridership strategies. On the other hand, providing parking in TOD 
has been a short-term strategy to attract multimodal use and maximize transit ridership. 
Through a series of logically ordered questions and approaches, the thesis is aiming to 
shed new light on the research question that Is Parking Essential to Transit-oriented 
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Development in the regional context. Further, the thesis is trying to discuss policy 
imperative and planning implementation of parking in TOD based on the implication of 
the main findings. Those approaches definitely help reinforce the nexus among the 
planning process, social issues, and relevant policymaking of TOD for those regions 
situated in the middle of lively debate. 
1 Research Objectives 
The main objective of the thesis is to determine how vehicle miles traveled and transit 
ridership respond to parking management in TOD and measure the factors that could 
alter parking policy, which influences ridership ultimately. The thesis examines whether 
TOD effectively needs parking and what a reasonable quantity of parking needs in TOD. 
Hopefully, this thesis will contribute to the research on parking and ridership shifts in 
TOD with new evidence based on the latest data. 
2 Research Hypotheses 
The main issue of the thesis is to analyze the impact of parking in TOD on ridership 
shifts and vehicle miles traveled at the regional scale. The changes in parking supply 
and management in TOD possibly affect the public transit ridership and private 
automobiles usage. Geographic location, demographics, land use and urban fabrics 
potentially influence the degree of impact of parking in TOD as well. Thus, the following 
bullet points encapsulate the hypotheses of this thesis: 
▪ Flexible parking supply and sophisticated parking management in TOD will 
reduce vehicle miles traveled and increase transit ridership. 
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▪ Parking is essential to Transit-Oriented Development but at an adaptive distance 
and tailored scale. 
The first hypothesis defines the impacts of parking on two sequential levels. First, it 
manifests that the parking should correlate with vehicle miles traveled and transit 
ridership. Second, it restricts the nexus with quantifiable parking impacts. Flexible 
parking supply means that the number of parking spaces, location of parking areas and 
type of parking lots should change to suit transit development. Sophisticated parking 
management entails shared parking, differential pricing policy, and the right of use. 
The second hypothesis confirms the pivotal role of parking in TOD further based on the 
positive correlation between parking impact and transit ridership from the first one. As 
the number and the location of parking spaces are the most practicable and vital in the 
planning process, those two criteria become the guideline on urban developments. The 
adaptive distance highlights the walking distance of parking spaces from the transit 
station in TOD. The distance should adapt to the balance of being close enough to 
attract more transfer from motorists and being far enough to prioritize mixed-use 
development and pedestrian activities. Furthermore, the tailored scale emphasizes how 
many parking spaces urban developments should provide to transit users. It serves the 
particular purpose of offsetting automobile usage from suburbs into the urban core. 
Those two criteria do not merely reveal the essentials of parking in TOD but also give 
convincing evidence for policy imperative. 
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3 Thesis Outline 
The rest of the thesis outlines as follows. Part II of the thesis provides a review of 
transit-oriented development with background, contemporary practices and parking in 
TOD, and the current studies relevant to TOD and parking. Part III describes the 
framework of methodologies and data collected for the research. In Part IV, it explains 
key characteristics and spatial patterns based on the data, examines the impact of 
parking, and interprets greenhouse gas emissions. Part V discusses the role of 
innovative approaches such as shared mobility and autonomous vehicles and suggests 
policy recommendations and implications. Part VI concludes the thesis with a summary 
of key findings and suggestions for potential further research. The Appendix presents 
supplementary and detailed materials. 
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Part II Review 
1 Background of TOD 
1.1 The Definition of TOD  
The definition of TOD is an evolution of this concept, as well as the interrelationship 
between transit and development. The term, Transit-Oriented Development, literally 
means that urban development is the subject and anchoring public transit is the 
prerequisite. 
Several studies trace each evolving TOD phase by characterizing the relationship 
between transit and development in the historical context in the U.S. (Belzer and Autler, 
2002; Dittmar and Ohland, 2004). They categorize the evolution of TOD into 
“Development-Oriented Transit” in the early twentieth century, “Auto-Oriented Transit” in 
the postwar years, “Transit-Related Development” today, and “Transit-Oriented 
Development” for tomorrow. With the rise of the automobile starting in the 1930s, all 
urban developments turned to dependence on this predominant travel mode. Even 
transit systems built at that time were designed to work with the automobile and relieve 
traffic congestion. The broken link between transit and development began to reconnect 
until the awareness of environmental protection, sprawl curb, and community 
placemaking. In essence, the ecology is the starting point for TOD in the U.S. 
As Carlton (2009) points out, TOD is simply the 1990’s branding of an old concept. With 
a historical review of the origins of TOD, Carlton presents the evolution of the concept 
influenced by the precedents from “Garden City” and U.S. prototypical development of 
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streetcar suburbs to “Motor Age” with adaption to the automobile, from suburb sprawl to 
“New Town In-city”, from Clean Air and Clean Water Acts to Traditional Neighborhood 
Design, from “Compact Community” to New Urbanism. These precedents suggest that 
this concept of TOD was not new but the summary and extension of New Urbanism and 
Garden City. 
Nevertheless, there is no absolute definition that represents the concept of TOD. TOD 
still interweaves with other ideas and concepts and open to the possibility of tailored 
demand. 
In the field of the professional community, California statewide TOD study developed 
the definition: TOD is moderate to higher-density development, located within an easy 
walk of a major transit stop, generally with a mix of residential, employment and 
shopping opportunities designed for pedestrians without excluding the auto. TOD can 
be new construction or redevelopment of one or more buildings whose design and 
orientation facilitate transit use (Caltrans, 2002). The definition of TOD from Caltrans 
also became a frequently used concept in subsequent researches. Then, Cervero et al. 
(2004) concluded the concept of TOD by reviewing formally adopted definitions from 
transit agencies in one comprehensive report of the Transit Cooperative Research 
Program (TCRP). There was an agreement of a pattern of dense, diverse, pedestrian-
friendly land uses near transit nodes that translates into higher patronage under the 
right conditions. 
In the studies of Dittmar et al. (2004), they give a performance-based definition of TOD 
in order to distinguish typical definitions with focus on the built environment such as the 
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role of the “three Ds” – density, diversity, and design – in the success of TOD (Bernick 
and Cervero, 1997). The performance criteria contain Location efficiency (mainly 
including Density, Transit Accessibility, and Pedestrian Friendliness), Rich Mix of 
Choices, Value Capture, Place Making, Resolution of the Tension between Node and 
Place, which conducts to development livability. Meanwhile, the definition in TOD 
Standards emphasizes not only the built environment involving integrated urban places, 
easy walking and cycling, and transit service but also a necessary foundation for long-
term sustainability, equity, shared prosperity, and civil peace (ITDP, 2017). 
However, the interrelationship between transit and development could have other 
possibilities if the vision could zoom out on the world. It is helpful to differentiate the 
U.S. evolution of TOD from others to deepen the understanding. A report on prompting 
transit and land-use integration from World Bank summarizes the experience of TOD in 
Hong Kong SAR and Japan (Suzuki, Cervero, and Iuchi, 2013). The common points of 
the cases in Hong Kong SAR and Japan are large-scale construction of railway and 
integration of real estate proximity to transit stations. Revenues are recovered through 
developments such as housing to balance the massive cost of railway construction. The 
developments are not merely about recovering the funds for rail investment. By building 
commercial or cultural facilities, including department stores, hotels, supermarkets, and 
theatre around the stations, this approach gradually generates the demand for 
economic activities. Moreover, this could correspond to a combination of the 
abovementioned “Development-Oriented Transit” and “Transit-Related Development.” 
Integrated with the station, this is the urban fabric with Japanese characteristics. The 
integrated station-city development can be retrospected to the open of Minoo Arima 
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Tramway (Hankyu Electric Railway) in Osaka in 1910, which was a forerunner of TOD 
(Suzuki et al., 2013). It captures the value of synergy between transit and developments 
and the value of superposition of community placemaking and transit operation. 
Although this approach is entirely different from the starting point of TOD in the U.S. to 
solve ecological problems, the result formed a model of a compact city centered on the 
station. 
1.2 Contemporary TOD Practices in the U.S. 
In recent years, vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in the U.S. has seen substantial rises after 
the economic recession and oil prices increase staring in 2008. VMT reaches an 
estimated 3.3 trillion vehicle miles, with a change of 0.9 percent annually at the end of 
2019 (Federal Highway Administration, 2020). As is known to all, maintaining high 
dependence on private automobiles needs massive occupation of roadways and 
parking lots, enormous consumption of fossil fuel, and considerable emission of 
greenhouse gas (GHG) and exhaust fumes despite innovative technologies that have 
yet to promote extensively.  
Meanwhile, transit appears to be less prevalent across the nation. According to the Fact 
Book from the American Public Transportation Association (APTA), the number of 
transit passenger miles traveled declined to 55.8 billion in 2018, with a 7 percent drop 
from the peak in 2014 (American Public Transportation Association, 2020). 
Nevertheless, the infrastructure of transit systems increases steadily, which also 
indicates growing demands for transit. The Fact Book shows that the number of rail 
systems alone continues to grow and 93 rail systems are now under operation by 
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different public transit agencies. From 2000 to 2018, 1613 additional segment miles 
surged thanks to the open of 64 new systems and 128 extensions, including both rail 
and bus. 
Moreover, as an essential governmental department responsible for financial and 
technical assistance and project monitoring, the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) 
has a crucial role in promoting transit. Although future investments in new transit 
projects would be funded by the localities and FTA limited funding for the projects with 
existing full funding grant agreements in FY 2018 and 2019, the Capital Investment 
Grants Program funds also maintain a stable upward trend. The FTA is requesting a 
total appropriation of $1.889 trillion for the Capital Investment Grants Program in FY 
2021 (Federal Transit Administration, 2020). Specifically, FTA develops a Pilot Program 
for Transit-Oriented Development Planning to provide funding and on-site technical 
assistance to local communities on TOD projects (Federal Transit Administration, 2019). 
FTA just announced a notice of funding for $19.2 million in FY2019 for supporting TOD 
projects that integrate land use and transit (Federal Register, 2019). 
Based on the facts listed above, it is natural to deduce from stats and opportunities of 
transit that the U.S. is on track of actively improving transit for communities, especially 
introducing TOD. This section of the thesis presents three contemporary TOD practices 
in the U.S. Case studies help to acquire detailed information to understand similarities 





Portland is believed to have the most aggressive TOD planning strategy in the U.S., as 
well as the outstanding Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) for regional growth 
management eventually implemented in 1979. Orenco Station is the jewel in the crown 
of TOD in Portland, which could be hailed as the best practice of TOD in the United 
States. Although exaggerating TOD as a panacea for all the urban issues is 
exceptionally unreasonable, this experiment of pedestrian-friendly streets, a diverse 
choice of housing, and proximity to the light rail station did create a comfortable urban 
modern living. 
In the 1990s, the TriMet extended the light rail of Westside MAX Blue Line to Hillsboro 
that would run through Orenco Station. At first, the original developers insisted that the 
community would remain auto-oriented. With the growing demand for relatively dense 
and abundant amenities, the developers involved the planners, local authorities to 
develop a master plan with TOD principles built into(Ewing et al., 2019). Ewing et al. 
argued that public-private partnership was the key to success. Other than the master 
plan, they also wrote a new zoning ordinance, which allowed the private sector full 
participation. As a result, they established narrow streets, various residential options, 
mixed uses, rule-breaking retail formula with parking in the rear, and pleasant open 
space. After the original Orenco Station neighborhood was built, more developments 
started to move south until relatively recently, still with high-density restriction near the 
station and incentives for infrastructure investment at the same time. See Figure II-1 
below. 
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Now, Orenco Station features 1,800 homes, a Town Center, offices, retail options, and 
nearby employment on 209 acres. The residential options include apartments, single-
family dwellings, condominiums, townhomes, and rowhouses. The station leads to the 
pedestrian spine that extends north through the Town Center. Besides, the community 
is connected by more than 160 acres of trails and green spaces, including Central Park 
and Dawson Creek Nature Preserve with 26 miles of paved bike trails landscaped with 
peaceful ponds and fountains (Congress for the New Urbanism, 2019; Orenco Station, 
2019).  
 
Figure II-1   Mixed-use Layout of Orenco Station Site Plan 
Source: Comparative Case Studies: Trip and Parking Generation at Orenco Station TOD, Portland 
Region and Station Park TAD, Salt Lake City Region 
 
Portland’s Pearl District, another example of the private-public partnership, used transit 
to leverage large-scale redevelopment. The city would build the streetcar past a plot of 
40 acres and reached a public-private partnership with the owner to upzoning. There 
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used to be no market for this kind of development, but today it is the city’s densest and 
most fashionable neighborhood. This private investment helped the city meet several 
public goals and objectives, including accommodating a significant number of new 
housing units within the city’s urban growth boundary. Among 10,000 units of housing 
around the streetcar, one quarter is affordable. 4.6 million square feet of commercial 
spaces are located within two blocks of the streetcar. The private sector can gain 
revenue from a high volume of business activity generated downtown (Environmental 
Protection Agency, 2014). 
 
Figure II-2   The ‘Go By Streetcar’ Sign and the Streetcar Lofts in the Pearl District 
Source: Explore the Pearl (Official Site of Portland’s Pearl District) 
 
Arlington County 
The Rosslyn Ballston Corridor in Arlington, VA, can be one of the best practices to 
illustrate smart growth planning and TOD over the past 50 years (Arlington County, 
2018). Cervero et al. (2004) also used Arlington County as a TOD case study to 
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examine the ridership bonus associated with TOD in 2004 because they considered that 
no other place in the U.S. witnessed more high-rise, mixed-use development along a 
rail corridor. Its textbook planning with a series of the General Land Use Plan, Zoning, 
and Site Plan helped form the model of American-style TOD and drew more attention 
on reflection of walkability and multimodal. 
Arlington is located directly across the Potomac River from Washington, D.C., where 
abuts the core of the Metropolitan Area. Since the 1960s, the demand for office space 
and new residences increasingly grew. With the same period of the regional transit 
system plan, Arlington embarked on an ambitious community planning effort to manage 
growth, vitalize business, and encourage riders. Concentrating high- and mid-density 
redevelopment around transit stations and encouraging a mix of uses and services in 
station areas, the concept of “The Bull’s Eye” succeeded in preserving and reinvest in 
established neighborhoods, as well as creating high-quality pedestrian environments 
and open space (Arlington County, 2018). Despite the enormous amount of dense and 
mixed-use development, single-family neighborhoods have also been preserved outside 
of the focused areas to make room for TOD (Environmental Protection Agency, 2014). 
Then the General Land Use Plan incorporated this concept into the essence, which 
impelled the following Walkability & Multimodal Transportation Planning, Sector Plans, 
Zoning, and Site Plan all in accordance with planning for transit. 
Today, the Rosslyn Ballston Corridor holds 22 percent of the County population in which 
half residents are young people. About 36 percent of workers in the Corridor choose 
transit to commute, and 76 percent walk to stations. Nearly 18 percent of households in 
the Corridor do not own a vehicle and over 57 percent have only one available.  
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Figure II-3   Developments along the Rosslyn Ballston Corridor in Arlington 
Source: Arlington County Department of Community Planning, Housing & Development 
 
Entries and exits for all stations in the Corridor are almost the same scales. This 
balanced ridership gains benefits from mixed-use developments. In 2018, the Corridor 
accommodated 23.4 million square feet of office and 3.2 million square feet of retails, 
with 33,700 residential units and 90,400 jobs. Approximately $27.5 billion of $57.5 billion 
within assessed land locates along the Corridor, which occupies 8 percent of county 
land. The county has maintained a low property tax rate and amongst the highest levels 
of services. Arlington County’s Smart Growth Journey Implementing the General Land 
Use Plan wins a Gold 2017 National Planning Achievement Award from the American 
Planning Association (Arlington County, 2018). 
The San Francisco Bay Area 
As the map reveals how scattered the geographic distributions are around San 
Francisco Bay, TOD in the Bay Area has revealed how independent and diverse those 
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projects exist with minor impacts on the regional transit and development. Cervero et al. 
(2004) criticized that given the byzantine institutional and governance structure, TOD in 
the Bay Area required a great deal of coordination. Current land-use patterns in the Bay 
Area are putting intense pressure on the economic, environmental, and social well-
being, especially prominent in the housing crisis. 
 
Figure II-4   The Landscape of TOD Sites in the San Francisco Bay Area 
Source: New Places, New Choices: Transit-Oriented Development in the San Francisco Bay Area (2006) 
 
To help meet this challenge, the regional agencies such as the Association of Bay Area 
Governments (ABAG), Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD), Bay 
Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC), Metropolitan Transportation 
Commission (MTC) has taken the lead in developing a set of smart growth policies. 
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Among the policy of Mobility, Livability and Transit Support, TOD is regarded as one 
pivotal approach (Metropolitan Transportation Commission, 2006). The following two 
TOD cases are characteristic of origin and cooperation in the Bay Area. 
Located in Oakland, Fruitvale Transit Village involved the redevelopment of park-and-
ride lots owned by the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART). Starting from 1991, with strong 
community opposition and withdraw of a new multi-story parking facility, the Unity 
Council saw transit station as a valuable asset and engaged local and national 
stakeholders in a comprehensive planning process (Federal Transit Administration, 
2016; Ewing et al., 2017). Fruitvale Transit Village received the Federal Transit 
Administration’s first Livable Communities grant. Ultimately, the partnership that more 
than 20 sources of funds had been combined raised the total amount needed (Caltrans, 
2002). Fruitvale Village is a mixed-use development. The ground floor is home to locally 
owned retail spaces, and the second floor offers office spaces. Of the 47 units on the 
third floor, ten are designated as affordable units for residents earning between 35 to 80 
percent of the Area Median Income (The Unity Council, 2016). The Fruitvale Transit 
Village project is the result of a broad-based partnership among public, private, and 
nonprofit organizations. Also, it handled the parking problem with the solution that Union 
Pacific (a property owner) granted access to the land so that BART could build the 
originally proposed parking structure but in less prominent location proximity to the 
station. 
Contra Costa Center Transit Village in Pleasant Hill was the first suburban BART station 
to see significant development activity in the 1970s and 1980s. The Contra Costa 
County Redevelopment Agency (CCCRA) acquired and assembled parcels of land for 
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large-scale redevelopment around the perimeter of the BART parking lots (Metropolitan 
Transportation Commission, 2006). In 2001, CCCRA, BART and the developers 
involved stakeholders in discussing building a multi-level parking garage to open up 
space for two mixed-use building blocks and a plaza around the station, as well as to 
replace the BART parking lots (Congress for the New Urbanism, 2019). The third and 
final phase for this large scale mixed-use project is entitled as a 12-story, 290,000-
square-feet office or hotel development (Bay Area Rapid Transit, 2017). With the new 
Pleasant Hill TOD, Contra Costa Center Transit Village now incorporates 8 acres of 
green space, 2700 residential units, and 2.4 million square feet of office and commercial 
space creates 6000 jobs through 14 restaurants, two hotels, a sports club and spa, and 
the 84 companies housed here. A survey of residents from several developments close 
to Contra Costa Center Transit Village found that 45 percent commuted by transit. 
(Congress for the New Urbanism, 2019; Contra Costa Center, 2020).  
1.3 The Role of Parking in TOD 
From the TOD practices described earlier in the Bay Area, it is not merely a coincidence 
that both cases are highly related to parking in the TOD, like parking structure 
replacement in Fruitvale and large-scale parking redevelopment in Pleasant Hill. This 
phenomenon reflects that the success of TOD in the Bay Area is more like several little 
boats floating in the sea of automobile-oriented development to some extent because 
the origin of these projects still started from parking and vehicles. Of course, the 
introduction of TOD does not mean to eliminate the automobiles at all but to offer more 
opportunities to choose different modes of transportation in order to balance the heavy 
dependence on a specific one. From the perspective of transportation planning, parking 
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is an active regulator to adjust traffic demand and spur modal shifts, which also explains 
the reason why parking seems to be inconsistent with the goal of TOD but still play a 
role in facilitating. 
As a representative of city planners reflecting car-friendly policies adopted by U.S. cities 
unwisely, Shoup (2018) describes that separated land uses, low density, and ample free 
parking create drivable cities but prevent walkable neighborhoods. Shoup also argues 
the high cost of free parking. He specifies a series of harmful effects caused by 
especially parking requirements in zoning ordinances. It involves directly subsidizing 
cars, increasing traffic congestion, polluting the air, encouraging sprawl, increasing 
housing costs, degrading urban design, preventing walkability, damaging the economy, 
and penalizing people who cannot afford a car. He convinces that the reformation of 
parking in city planning is imperative According to his earlier research, cars are parked 
95 percent of their lives and driven only 5 percent on average, which gives more power 
to the parking that dominates 95 percent of the usage of automobiles (Shoup, 2005). 
Daisa in The New Transit Town indicts that the park-and-ride and kiss-and-ride (short-
term parking like pick-up and drop-off) facilities can satisfy the demand generated by 
the transit facility. The demand generated by adjacent lands themselves requires 
transit-supportive accessibility, mixed and complementary land uses with housing, 
employment and community facilities to minimize parking (Dittmar and Ohland, 2004). 
In a report of park-and-ride/pool from TCRP, Turnbull et al. (2004) hold that park-and-
ride is an integral part of many transit systems in the U.S., and it formalized and made 
readily available the option of mixed-mode travel. Additionally, attributes having to do 
with their transportation function such as cost, safety, service, and shelter are the most 
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important features of park-and-ride for users. In the same serial report, Evans, IV, et al. 
(2007) elaborate on the conflict contributed by parking for the development and parking 
for transit users. Although excessive parking will be a severe impediment to TOD 
making, the reasonable parking supply is required to sustain development viability and 
offer auto access to park-and-ride for transit, which even reveals a positive relationship 
between park-and-ride and transit ridership.  
Meanwhile, Arrington and Cervero (2008) conclude that TOD-housing results in fewer 
trips and trip generation and parking generation rates standard underestimates 
automobile trip reduction for TOD housing in another TCRP report. A new analysis on 
measuring trip and parking generation in five TOD areas also supports this result of 
fewer vehicle trips and parking demand at TOD (Ewing et al., 2017). 
2 Related Studies on Parking in TOD 
2.1 Trip Generation 
Arrington and Cervero (2008) present a multiple regression equation that combines 
explanatory variables to produce the best-fitting predictive models. These results 
provide insight into how other factors combine with the proximity of multi-family housing 
to rail stations to influence vehicle trip generation rates. Faghri and Venigalla (2013) 
develop a regression model relating TOD trip ends to gross floor area for mixed land 
use. It will help transportation practitioners accurately forecast trip generation rate for 
TODs. The model shows a 30 percent trip reduction for TODs compared with a non-
TOD development and a 10 percent difference from the existing method. The study also 
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reveals home-based work, shop, and entertainment trips are performed mainly via the 
use of transit in TOD areas, and vehicle ownership is much lower in a TOD zone than in 
the non-TOD zone. 
Zamir et al. (2014) present a comprehensive analysis with trip generation, trip length, 
and mode share are modeled in the two case study areas through local household 
travel survey data and advanced econometric analysis methods. Significant differences 
in the effectiveness of TODs in these two metropolitan areas are also found due to TOD 
locations, transit system availability and level of service, and TOD resident 
characteristics. They provide a direct reference for the framework to understand how 
transit-oriented urban environments influence trip length for various trip purposes. 
Besides, spatial identification and modeling approaches in the study are essential 
examples of quantitative methods. 
Duncan (2019) indicates that replacing park-and-ride facilities with TOD would result in 
a net VMT reduction with the comparison between VMT generated by park-and-ride and 
by hypothetical TOD. The results suggest that the conversion of park-and-ride to TOD 
should receive strong consideration in highly auto-oriented contexts. 
2.2 Parking Demand 
Cervero, Adkins and Sullivan (2009) confirm that transit-oriented housing seems over-
parked from the standard and supply-demand standpoint. They find out that the 
weighted-average supply of 1.57 spaces per unit was 37 percent higher than the 
weighted-average peak demand of 1.15 parked cars per unit for the 31 surveyed multi-
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family projects in TOD. They also concern this overparking will further induce car 
ownership. 
Rowe, Bae and Shen (2011) examine the strong relationship between transit service 
and parking demand with an alternative method to collect parking demand data. The 
research just provides an excellent example to understand how parking and transit 
interact. A combination of parking utilization counts and Geographic Information System 
(GIS) analysis at the First Hill-Capitol Hill and Redmond urban centers is used to 
compare and contrast parking demand of multi-family apartment buildings and transit 
level-of-service characteristics. 
Zahabi et al. (2012) make use of an econometric modeling approach with both 
transportation mode choice and neighborhood type choice as simultaneous decisions. 
The study sheds light on a cluster analysis using land use and transit supply indicators 
(population density, land use mix, and bus transit supply) by comparing the 
simultaneous model with two separate binary logit and multinomial logit (MNL) models. 
Chatman (2013) surveys households in northern New Jersey living within two miles of 
10 rail stations about their housing age and type, access to off-street parking, work and 
non-work travel patterns, demographics, and reasons for choosing their neighborhoods. 
The result surprisingly indicates that off- and on-street parking availability plays a much 
more critical role in influencing auto ownership and use rather than rail access. 
Ewing et al. (2017) measure trip and parking generation at five TODs. It is believed to 
be the first study to estimate peak parking generation rates for TODs. Furthermore, it is 
one of the first to estimate mode shares. Parking demand at the TODs in this study is 
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about one half of what is predicted based on ITE guidelines. Vehicle trip generation 
rates are about half of what is predicted in ITE guidelines. The research provides the 
latest empirical evidence of parking demand and vehicle trip generation in TODs. 
2.3 Parking Policy 
Based on the study of residential TODs, office TODs, and joint development of transit 
agency station parking, Willson (2005) includes surveys of travel behavior, station area 
characteristics, parking supply, interviews with real estate developers, and studies of 
replacement parking issues. While the results show that TOD parking supply and pricing 
policy seldom are structured to support transit ridership goals, he provides a series of 
policy suggestions for cities, transit agencies and developers. Particularly, developers 
and policymakers should agree upon parking supply and pricing policies. 
By presenting a matrix of best parking practices for TOD, Zhang et al. (2012) provide an 
abundant source of TOD-Parking studies to understand the state-of-the-knowledge on 
parking regulations and practice influencing the planning, design, and implementation of 
TOD. Best practices for TOD-Parking should involve the reduction in parking 
requirements, pedestrian-friendly design, proper location, supply and demand 
management, parking pricing and reservation as the land bank. 
Jacobson and Weinberger (2016) document the current state of the practice in transit 
parking policies and programs, which determines how parking policies can most 
effectively serve their customers while optimizing transit access and ridership. The 
survey results also indicate that there are different approaches to parking management 
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to attract transit riders. It is well noted that opposing approaches to achieve the same 
objective furthers the notion that parking management is highly contextual. 
Recent research on planning and managing park-and-ride facilities summarizes the 
findings from a literature review and a state-of-the-practice scan, describe the case 
study research methodology, document the case studies, and outline the guidebook. 
(Cherrington et al., 2017). The research provides a precious resource for improved 
strategies and best practices in order to understand the crucial role of planning and 
manage park-and-ride facilities for public transportation along with the decision-making 
toolbox. 
3 Summary of Reviews 
In this part, the thesis has reviewed the evolution and the definition of transit-oriented 
development. Although no universally accepted definition represents the concept, high 
density, mixed-use development, pedestrian friendliness, and transit access indubitably 
become the core value to integrate more sustainable and livable communities. Several 
TOD best practices in the U.S. indicate that urban development is on track of actively 
improving transit for communities from current stats and opportunities. Meanwhile, 
parking is a robust regulator to adjust traffic demand and spur modal shifts and still play 
a role in facilitating transit ridership and offsetting automobile dependence. 
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Part III Research Design 
1 Study Area 
The study area should satisfy the following three criteria in order to assess the impact of 
parking on ridership and VMT in TOD: 
• Transit: The area should involve relatively robust public transit systems that 
increase the possibility of TOD formation; 
• Space: The area should expand to a regional scale that includes different 
structures such as urban cores, urban areas, suburban areas, and rural areas; 
• Context: The area should maintain automobile-based commuting mode while the 
trend for mode choice is shifting 
The San Francisco Bay Area is used for the study area with proper fulfillment of the 
abovementioned requirements. According to Vital Signs from the Metropolitan 
Transportation Commission (MTC), buses, trains, ferries, light rail, cable cars, and 
streetcars collectively comprise one of the most robust public transit systems in the 
United States, as shown in the Figure III-1 below. Even in lower-density suburban 
areas, frequent rail service and local bus connections are relatively common to provide 
mobility for people with an alternative travel mode (MTC, 2016). Besides, there are a 
considerable number of developed or planned TODs that disperse throughout the Bay 
Area transit systems from the best practices of the previous part. 
While the Bay Area possesses a most extensive public transit system, there are still 74 
percent of the residents driving to work. Daily vehicle travel in the Bay Area stabilizes at  
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Figure III-1   Regional Transit System Improvements in the Bay Area  
Source: Plan Bay Area 2040 (adopted 2017) 
 
approximately 23 miles per person regardless of the population growth and 172 million 
miles regionally. Nonetheless, the Bay Area finds itself in the middle of the top 10 
metropolitan areas in the United States about the vehicle miles traveled. With a steady 
rise of transit ridership across nine counties, the Bay Area actually is facing the trend of 
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mode shift despite a minor but continuous decline in automobile choice. Figure III-2 
illustrates the trend for commuting mode choice by automobile across the Bay Area 
from 2012 to 2018. Each county shows a different magnitude of decrease, especially 
Alameda, Marin, San Francisco, and San Mateo County. 
 
Figure III-2   Trend for Commuting Mode Choice by Automobile in the Bay Area 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau: American Community Survey (2012-2018) 
 
Additionally, the availability of data is also a critical factor in choosing the study area. 
Since the Bay Area has developed regional planning and open data source, it is 
convenient to get access to the general spatial data, infrastructure distribution, and 
demographics with the aid of the American Community Survey. Meanwhile, the 
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) participated in the National 
Household Travel Survey (NHTS) 2017 Add-on program, which is the latest survey 
conducted of this kind. The add-on program supplemented with additional household 
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2 Methodology Framework 
The idea that parking management could facilitate increased transit ridership and VMT 
reduction appears inconsistent with the underlying goals of TODs. TODs are designed 
to be the opposite of automobile dependent. On the one hand, a massive supply of 
parking is a major deterrent to transit ridership. On the order hand, providing park-and-
ride lots has been the default strategy to attract transit ridership. As discussed in the 
section parking role in TOD, those seemingly conflicting sides of parking in TOD 
precisely reflect the most realistic and crucial nature. 
The thesis examines whether the VMT reduces and transit ridership increase in TOD 
and measures the impact of parking on those shifts represented by census tracts in the 
context of spatial analysis and regression modeling. The spatial analysis performed in 
the thesis utilizes a Geographic Information System (GIS) software to identify the 
location, scale and characteristics of TODs in study areas. Regression modeling on the 
correlation among multi variances helps to evaluate whether TODs need parking, VMT 
reduction and transit ridership increase occur in TODs and how much is the variance. 
The methodology framework is listed as follows. 
Based on the definition and key factors of TOD, the thesis aims to identify TOD areas in 
the San Francisco Bay Area. On the scale of the Bay Area, it is impracticable to identify 
TOD via a case-based analysis so that the thesis applies a quantitative filter. The areas 
located within the service area of transit nodes, indicating higher density, more mixed-
use and friendliness to pedestrians and cyclists with small block size than surrounding, 
are potentially TOD areas. 
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After the identification of TOD areas, the thesis cross-compares the latest travel survey 
(2017 National Household Travel Survey California Add-on) with ACS data to determine 
whether the travel patterns in TOD are different from those in non-TOD ones. Geocoded 
with coordinates and census tract IDs, all the origins and destinations of travel data 
have established the nexus with the urban form and infrastructure access. This data 
processing is an essential step for spatial analysis and regression modeling. 
Here, the thesis uses the census tract as a spatial analysis unit instead of the traffic 
analysis zone. Zoning of the census tract in the Bay Area is almost identical to that of 
the traffic analysis zone. Furthermore, the census tract contains easy access to the 
latest demographics through the ACS dataset. Since travel patterns and built 
environment characteristics are likely to be similar in the clusters of the TOD area, multi-
level modeling is a powerful tool to handle clustered data and auto-correlation. The 
thesis conducts two simultaneous fixed effects: the first one is census tract level 
indicators, including the built environment and park-and-ride facility. Another is 
individual trip level indicators, involving trip patterns, household, and personal 
characteristics. Census tract ID is a random effect because the thesis expects that trips 
within census tracts should be correlated. 
With more integrated approaches, policy analysis establishes a linkage directly with the 
interpretations and findings from the mathematic model. Based on the quantifiable 
correlation between parking and TOD, the policy-relevant implications provide a more 
intuitive and practicable guideline on the planning implementation and policy decision. 
Besides, discussion entails the adaption to new technological and economic change, 
especially sharing mobility and autonomous vehicles. 
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3 Data Collection 
Around the main topic of parking in TOD, 2017 National Household Travel Survey 
California Add-on data for the San Francisco Bay Area is used for the travel pattern and 
transit-related household-level analysis. 2017 NHTS California Add-on data is a detailed 
database of 26,095 sample households residing in California (total number of household 
samples nationwide is 129,112). It contains the demographic and socioeconomic 
composition of all sampled households, as well as detailed information on their travel 
behavior for one assigned day for each household, from April 19, 2016, through April 
25, 2017 (Caltrans NHTS). 
For the socio-demographic characteristics of census tracts, the 2017 American 
Community Survey 5-Year Estimates are retrieved from the Census Bureau, including 
commuting characteristics, age, household, income, et cetera. Geographically coded 
census block data is downloaded from the TIGER database. Terner California 
Residential Land Use Survey from UC Berkeley supports the potential land-use policy. 
To acquire data related to the built environment, the most recent land use, parcel data, 
and geographical boundaries for the Bay Area is obtained from Open Data and GIS 
Maps Data of each county in the region. Geographically coded public transit data is 
accessed from Open Data of Metropolitan Transportation Commission. Park-and-ride 
facility data is collected from Caltrans, 511 SF Bay of MTC and BART. 
See detailed data collection information in Data Source section. 
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Part IV Analysis 
1 Data Process 
1.1 Geocoded NHTS Data 
The 2017 NHTS California Add-on data consists of five basic data tables, displayed in 
Table IV-1, HOUSEHOLD, PERSON, VEHICLE, TRIP, and LOCATION. The tables are 
hierarchically structured for intuitive merging using each table’s key variable and merge 
relationship. 
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Among the five tables provided by the 2017 NHTS California Add-on data, TRIP table is 
best in line with the objectives of this research. However, only LOCATION table 
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contains precise geographic locations with longitude and latitude. Since LOCATION and 
TRIP tables share HOUSEID and LOCNO as merge relationships, it is feasible to link 
two tables together and geocode the TRIP table. Through table join with two tables and 
filter trips related to the Bay Area from R Studio, geocoded NHTS data is obtained, 
shown in Figure IV-1. Either the origin or destination of every single trip within the 
boundaries of the Bay Area will be determined as a valid study object. 
Now every trip will have not only the travel characteristics like travel mode, travel time, 
travel purpose, but also the geographic location to see the relationship with TOD. Other 
links can also be created by table join via collective merge relationships. 
 
Figure IV-1   The Geocoded Travel Data 
Desire Lines illustrate the most traveled travel corridors in the Bay Area. Spatial distribution of trip origins 
highly squares with the destinations, which suggests regular travel patterns return to frequented locations. 
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1.2 Built Environment Data 
Block Size 
Block size will be chosen to represent the magnitude of pedestrian friendliness as one 
of the features of TOD is easy for people to walk or cycle (see detail in the previous 
part). Each county possesses a particular dataset of parcels so that the public could 
acquire access to view the property information, which is suitable for block size analysis 
in the Bay Area. 
   
   
Figure IV-2   Aggregation to Blocks in urban core (e.g., San Francisco County) and 
suburb (e.g., Alameda County) 
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Due to accurate spatial descriptions of parcels, current urban fabrics in the Bay Area 
can be observed via aggregation to blocks, as displayed in Figure IV-2. The aggregation 
of all the contiguous parcels surrounded by roadways will be defined as one single 
block. The block size and city form in the urban core are illustrated differently from those 
in the suburb when conducting the geoprocess. 
Land Use (Mixed-use Entropy) 
Mixed-use development plays an indubitably pivotal role in the core definition of TOD, 
as abundant works of literature have reviewed it. It is of great importance to acquire 
land use or mixed land use data when identifying TOD throughout the Bay Area. 
However, one thing worth noticing is the lack of use for the parcel dataset as it covers 
all the land. It turns out that only Alameda, Marin, Napa, San Francisco, Solano, 
Sonoma counties have the attribute of use for the parcel dataset. This issue directly 
causes a dramatic decline in the validity of land use analysis. Furthermore, not every 
general plan for each county provides the dataset of land use. Even if it could provide 
land use, the general plan only covers the land use for unincorporated areas excluding 
cities and towns. 
At last, the dataset of Planned Land Use from MTC meets the requirement. Planned 
Land Use data is a collection of the land uses found in the general plans of counties in 
the Bay Area for 2006. Attributes associated with the file include the land use category. 
Mean entropy (Shannon’s Entropy) for land-use categories (Cervero and Kockelman, 
1997) is computed as a magnitude of mixed-use, 
−






where pi = proportion of land-use category i; and n = number of land-use categories. 
The mean entropy ranges between 0 (homogeneity, wherein all land uses are of a 
single type) and 1 (heterogeneity, wherein developed area is evenly distributed among 
all land use categories). 
The land use data from Planned Land Use with nine categories is imported as listed 
below except right-of-way. After geoprocessing and calculating in each census tract, the 
magnitude of mixed-use land can be accessed. 
 
Figure IV-3   Mixed-use Entropy in the Bay Area  
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Table IV-2   Land Use Category Table in the Bay Area 
No. Land Use Category Proportion 
1 Agriculture/Resource Extraction 34.9% 
2 Commercial 1.4% 
3 Education/Public/Semi-public 3.1% 
4 Industrial 2.0% 
5 Mixed Uses (with residential) 11.2% 
6 Mixed Uses (without residential) 9.6% 
7 Other  2.8% 
8 Parks/Open Space 21.8% 
9 Residential 13.3% 
 
Transit Nodes and Catchment 
According to Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual, depending on the study 
and the specific characteristics of the location studied, an average of 75 percent of 
transit passengers walk no farther than 0.25 mi to a local bus stop. Passengers are 
willing to walk at least twice as far to rapid-transit service (rail or BRT). Thus, the service 
coverage area of a local bus stop is defined as the air distance within 0.25 mi, and the 
service coverage area of a rapid transit (rail or BRT) station is defined as the air 
distance within 0.5 mi (TCRP, 2013). 
The distance has become accepted for the transit catchment area. A study from Guerra 
et al. has tested half-mile circle as best representative. They conclude that the 
difference between quarter- and half-mile circles and the difference between radial and 
network catchment are quite small to predict ridership. The results also support the use 
of a quarter-mile catchment area around transit for jobs and a half-mile catchment area 
for the population (Guerra, Cervero and Tischler, 2012). So, combined with generally 
accepted study results and empirical evidence, half-mile circles from the transit nodes 
will be adopted for the TOD catchment in this thesis. 
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With the half-mile circle centered from transit nodes and the major transit stops data in 
the Bay Area from MTC, census tracts within the catchment are identified as potential 
TOD and the others as potential non-TOD. The major transit stops dataset comprises 
existing rail transit stations, ferry terminals served by either a bus or rail transit service, 
and the intersections of two or more major bus routes with frequent service. 
 
Figure IV-4   The Major Transit Nodes and Potential TOD Areas  
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2 Descriptive Analysis 
2.1 Identification of TOD Area 
Although no universal definitions have been determined for TOD, the core features of 
TOD are relatively affirmative with three criteria and one prerequisite: 1) high density, 2) 
mixed use, 3) pedestrian friendliness and proximity to transit nodes as discussed in the 
Part II Review. See Table IV-3 below. On the level of the Bay Area, it is impracticable to 
identify TOD via a case-based analysis so that a quantitative filter should be applied. 
The quantitative methodology developed by Zhang et al. and Zamir et al. is adopted to 
identify TOD (Zhang et al., 2012; Zamir et al., 2014).  
Table IV-3   Linkage between Factors and Data in Identification of TOD  
 Abstract Factor Quantified Data 
Prerequisite Proximity to Transit Nodes Transit Catchment 
Criteria 
High Density Residential/Employment Density 
Mixed Use Entropy 
Pedestrian Friendliness Block Size 
 
Since census tracts have been classified into two categories with potential TOD and 
potential non-TOD in Data Process above, each potential TOD census tracts will be 
confirmed as TOD area when it satisfies the following conditions:  
▪ High Density: population density or employment density is no less than the 
average density for each county  
▪ Mixed Use: the entropy is no less than the median for each county 
▪ Pedestrian Friendliness: the block size is no greater than the median for each 
county 
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Alameda 268.8 128.0 0.49 14.8 
Contra Costa 128.0 57.6 0.51 83.7 
Marin 115.2 44.8 0.49 225.5 
Napa 89.6 44.8 0.45 147.5 
San Francisco 761.6 441.6 0.68 2.9 
San Mateo 217.6 115.2 0.49 15.8 
Santa Clara 217.6 108.8 0.44 12.3 
Solano 121.6 51.2 0.52 25.3 
Sonoma 83.2 38.4 0.47 154.5 
Bay Area 268.8 134.4 0.51 16.5 
 
As San Francisco County is the urban core in the Bay Area, all the descriptive data for 
the identification of TOD is far beyond the average for the Bay Area (block size is 
evaluated in the opposite direction) and the rest counties are below the average line. 
When identifying TOD, the deviation from the urban area and suburban area for factors 
may cause different results. Comparing with the average or median of each county may 
offset the bias to ensure the filter standard not too strict nor too universal. 
After performing a filter on density, entropy and block size for each census tract in the 
Bay Area, 196 census tracts are identified as TOD areas in the Bay Area, as displayed 
in Figure IV-5 below. From the perspective of the region, most of the TOD areas are 
located in the east and south bay. The TOD areas in the four northern counties only 
share 27 out of 196 (13.8 percent), and Napa county is the only one without any TOD 
areas. From the spatial distribution, the TOD areas tend to disperse along with the 
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transit service and concentrated around the city centers or town centers because of the 
transit catchment. 
 
Figure IV-5   Identification of TOD in the Bay Area 
A quantitative method has been conducted using the core features of TOD on a regional scale. 
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2.2 Socio-demographic Difference 
Socio-demographic characteristics from the ACS dataset are compared to obtain 
general information about the difference between the TOD area and the non-TOD area.  
Table IV-5 provides descriptive statistics for the residents in the Bay Area, as listed 
below. Residents living in the TOD areas tend to have a smaller household size, which 
is likely to be comprised of couples without children. The median age (weighted 
average) and population proportion with age ranging from 25 to 39 also support the 
smaller household size because of more young people. Median household income for 
residents in the TOD areas is $74371, with about 30 percent drop from those in the non-
TOD areas, which may be explained by the housing affordability in the TOD areas. 
Besides, more residents choose to rent with only 33.2 percent of owner-occupied 
housing. The TOD areas accommodate 11.8 percent of the total population in the Bay 
Area, covering only 1.1 percent of the land, which may suggest that the TOD areas offer 
more choices to attract people to live, work, or travel. 
For the transportation-related indicators, households with one vehicle available or no 
vehicle share 60.0 percent of the households in the TOD areas. The significant gap of 
vehicle ownership manifests the residents are more willing to commute by transit. 
However, the ration of commute mode by vehicle is still higher, with 61.7 percent in the 
TOD areas. Comparing to about one of ten people in non-TOD areas, nearly 20 percent 
of residents in the TOD areas choose transit to work with relatively shorter travel time. 
The results that more younger people, more small-size and low- or moderate-income 
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families and less automobile dependence are observed accord with the expectation of 
TOD’s social patterns. 
Table IV-5   Difference of Selected Socio-demographics from ACS 
Indicator TOD Area Non-TOD Area 
Average Household Size 2.54 2.81 
Median Age (Weighted Average) 35.5 39.7 
Age 25-39 Population Proportion 28.5% 21.9% 
Median Household Income 
(Weighted Average) 
74371 103838 
Owner-occupied Housing 33.2% 59.2% 
Population Proportion /  
Land Proportion 
11.8% / 1.1% 88.2% / 98.9% 
Households with One Vehicle  
Available or Less 
60.0% 37.7% 
Commute Mode by Vehicle 61.7% 75.4% 
Commute Mode by Transit 18.9% 10.7% 
Average Travel Time 29 min 31 min 
Workplace outside the County of Resident 27.6% 29.1% 
 
 
2.3 Travel Patterns 
The Bay Area 
After geocoding and filtering the travel data from the 2017 NHTS add-on data, the 
dataset of the Bay Area related travel consists of 30672 trip records collected from and 
7528 respondents in 4162 households. Furthermore, 28417 trips, 92.6 percent of total 
records, happened entirely within the Bay Area, which means both origins and 




Table IV-6   Trip Purpose Breakdown in the Bay Area 
 
As illustrated in the pie chart of Table IV-6, “Home” shares the highest proportion in trip 
purpose breakdown with about one third. “Shopping/Errands”, “Social/Recreational” and 
“Work” follow next. Those four constitute the prime trip purposes in the Bay Area with a 
combined ratio of 76.8 percent. “Work” surprisingly weighs only 12.3 percent of the total 
since commute travel should be one of the most significant aspects of the typical 
weekday travel patterns. Travel day among day of the week in Table IV-7 reveals the 
potential explanation for the decline in “Work”. As travel day in the survey has been 
equally distributed among the week, the trip purposes at weekends are more likely to be 
social, recreational, shopping activities, which raises the percentage of these non-
commute purposes and constrains commute at the same time. 
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Generalized trip purpose breakdown in Table IV-8 below may also support this surmise. 
It classifies into home-based and non-home-based trips. The home-based trip means 
that either the origin or the destination is the respondent’s home, and the non-home-
based indicates that neither end is the home. The home-based trips account for 
approximately two-thirds of all, but work home-based trips are the lowest sub purpose. 
The home-based trips emphasize the role of home as an anchorage to each daily trip, 
which suggests the proximity of the home will strongly influence the travel patterns. 
Table IV-8   Generalized Trip Purpose in the Bay Area 






Non-Home-Based Trip All 10871 
 
Table IV-9   Trip Mode Split by Trip Purpose in the Bay Area 
 
Trip mode split unveils a similar tendency to the ACS dataset, with around 75 percent of 
private vehicle usage. Nevertheless, public transit seems to have less percentage. Even 
in the purpose of “Work”, public transit usage shares only 8.9 percent of all trip modes, 
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decreasing 2.3 percent from the commute by public transit of the ACS dataset. The rest 
trips of other purposes contain merely less than 5 percent of public transit usage. Public 
transit average travel time extends to 60.9 minutes while the private vehicle is 26.6 
minutes, even shorter than half of the previous one. On the other hand, the average trip 
distance between those two modes does not deviate from each other disproportionately. 
Public transit has 16.5 miles for average trip distance and 12.9 miles for private 
vehicles. Also, private vehicles tend to carry more household members on trip as shown 
in Table IV-10.  
Table IV-10   Travel Patterns between Public Transit and Private Vehicle in the Bay Area 
Indicator Public Transit Private Vehicle 
Mode Choice 3.9% 76.2% 
Mode Choice for Work 8.9% 71.5% 
Mean Trip Duration 60.9 min 26.6 min 
Mean Trip Distance 16.5 mi 12.9 mi 
Mean Household Members on Trip 1.19 1.62 
Vehicle Mile Traveled  - 206127.7mi 
Mean VMT - 12.2 mi 
 
The TOD Areas 
Among 30672 trip records in the Bay Area, 5917 trips are related to the TOD areas, 
which implies that nearly 20 percent of trips generate or end within the TOD areas. 
Travel patterns in the TOD areas tend towards “transit-oriented” when comparing with 
the region, as displayed in Table IV-11. Average trip duration and trip distance have a 
downward trend despite the minor drop. This phenomenon provides some evidence that 
trips tend to be shorter in the TOD areas. Furthermore, the mean VMT for each trip 
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declines from 12.2 miles to 11.2 miles, which could be a promising signal for VMT 
reduction. About 34.1 percent of transit trips happen in 1.1 percent of the land. 
Table IV-11   Travel Patterns between Public Transit and Private Vehicle in the TOD Areas 
Indicator Public Transit Private Vehicle 
Mode Choice 6.9% 69.5% 
Mode Choice for Work 12.5% 65.9% 
Mean Trip Duration 55.1 min 24.7 min 
Mean Trip Distance 12.4 mi 11.0 mi 
Mean Household Members on Trip 1.21 1.55 
Vehicle Mile Traveled  - 34656.0 mi 
Mean VMT - 11.2 mi 
Ratio of Certain Mode in the TOD 




Table IV-12   Trip Mode Split by Trip Purpose in the TOD Areas 
 
Public transit usage surges up to 12.5 percent in mode choice for “Work” purpose, with 
an average of 6.9 percent for all purposes. Non-commute trips involving social and 
shopping witness a considerable rise in transit usage as well. Private vehicles decrease 
in the ratio of trip modes for all purposes. Besides, other modes, mainly including walk 










Public Transit Private Vehicle Other
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and bicycle, also reveal the tendency for increasing, which may contribute to the 
reduction of automobile dependence, as growing orange and grey bars demonstrated in 
Table IV-12 above.  
Table IV-13   Difference of Selected Socio-demographics from NHTS 
Indicator TOD Area Non-TOD Area 
Number of Households 447 3229 
Average Household Size 1.78 2.21 
Average Workers 1.09 1.15 
Owner-occupied Housing 43.9% 70.5% 




Average Household trips 7.15 7.75 
 
Table IV-13 provides socio-demographics of households in the TOD and non-TOD 
areas from NHTS. The tendency unveiled from this table also meshes with the previous 
descriptive analysis from ACS 5-year estimates despite the variance between detailed 
statistics. The households tend to be smaller, less ownership, fewer household vehicles, 
and fewer trip counts 
3 Impact of Parking on Transit and VMT 
3.1 Parking Facility Characteristics 
As reviewed in the previous part, parking in TOD comprises two categories: the parking 
erected for development and the parking set for transit users. Due to limited access to 
parking information for all development in the context of regional scale, this section will 
emphasize the parking for transit users. 
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Table IV-14   Prior Mode Split to Transit Stations in the Bay Area 
 
The parking for transit users, especially the park-and-ride facility, intends to offer a 
feasible choice and a convenient place for those travelers to shift from private vehicles 
to public transit. The breakdown of mode prior to transit stations helps to understand 
how parking facility usage is. Table IV- 14 illustrated above presents aggregated prior 
mode to transit stations obtained from 2017 NHTS in the Bay Area. The majority of 
transit users walk or bicycle to transit stations because of close propinquity in the TOD 
area. Approximately 11 percent of transit users choose to have automobile-and-transit 
transfer, among which 65 percent riders actually use park-and-ride facilities. About 4 
percent of riders turn to short-term parking (i.e., kiss-and-ride) facilities to drop off. This 
chart indicates that parking facilities attract substantial shares of travelers who could 
drive all the way to the destination.  
Table IV-15 above shows the average trip time for the prior mode to transit stations with 
the same classification of mode split. Unsurprisingly, walk or bicycle is the most time-
efficient mode to approach transit stations because proximity takes excellent advantage 
of access. In terms of all auto modes, private vehicles have an average trip time of 14 






Walk/Bicycle Public Transit Others Parked Dropped Off
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spontaneously evaluate the utility of different mode choice, mainly involving travel time 
and cost. Convenient and efficient transfer from private vehicles to public transit 
definitely increases the probability of transit usage when the utility of private vehicles 
fails to compete in travelers’ evaluation, considering the mode change penalty. 
Table IV-15   Average Trip Time for Prior Mode to Transit Stations in the Bay Area 
 
 
Figure IV-6   The Spatial Distribution of Park and Ride Facility in the Bay Area 
Source: 511 SF Bay 







Totally 186 park-and-ride facilities are dispersing throughout the Bay Area, displayed in 
Figure above. These facilities not only serve as essential transfer locations for 
automobiles to transit but also as carpool or vanpool parking for high-occupancy vehicle 
trips. Most park-and-ride facilities are located near transit connections with commuter 
rail, BART, bus and ferry terminals. However, the facilities differ from places to places in 
parking spaces and distance to transit stations for many reasons, including operation of 
transit agencies and surrounding land use. Some may have excessive parking spaces 
but close to the stations, like park-and-ride in Pleasant Hill with 2907 spaces and 200 ft 
from the station platform; others may contain only 14 spaces with over 1000 ft away 
from a bus stop. The significant variance in park-and-ride leads to diverse influences on 
parking facility usage, then on transit usage and VMT conducted in the modeling. 
Parking pricing is another critical factor that affects facility usage. Nevertheless, almost 
all the park-and-ride facilities are free to transit users or carpool users to attract more 
travelers, which results in an invalid factor. 
Furthermore, most of the parking facility usage is found farther away from the urban 
core, which means it is more likely to happen around the suburban areas rather than 
urban core like San Francisco county. Counties in East Bay and South Bay, including 
Alameda, Contra Costa, Santa Clara, and San Mateo, hold 78.1 percent of parking 
facility usage in the Bay Area. Park-and-ride programs throughout the United States 
found the ideal conditions for high lot utilization to be transit service headways under 10 
minutes to facilities located 15 miles or more from the CBD (Cherrington et al., 2017). 
Park-and-ride facilities located next to the edge of congested suburban corridors allow 
commuters to transfer to avoid congestion. See Figure IV-7 below. This phenomenon 
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explains that developing TOD in the suburban areas away from the urban core will 
facilitate public transit ridership. 
 
Figure IV-7   Park-and-ride Facility Positioning  
Source: New York City Park and Ride Study (Holguin-Veras et al. 2012) 
 
3.2 Statistical Modeling 
For statistical modeling, a multi-level model mixed with random and fixed effects is 
chosen to develop for the analysis (also known as mixed effect model). In the multi-level 
model of this part, a census tract level and an individual trip level factors are combined 
as fixed effects to estimate simultaneously, as multi-level model methodology outlined in 
the studies of Zahabi et al. (2012) and Zhang et al. (2012). A trip in a specific census 
tract is considered as a random effect, which means there are some potentially 
undetected factors. As TOD areas are represented by specific census tracts and 
classified by similar built environment features, TOD has become the inherent nature of 
census tracts. Trips clustering in census tracts will have an impact on statistical 
analysis, so multi-level modeling has been introduced.  
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The modeling requires the estimation of census tract level predictors with the built 
environment, park-and-ride facility, and varying intercepts of the dependent variables, 
which refers to Census Tract ID. Individual trip level predictors consist of travel patterns, 
household, and personal characteristics. Sufficient socio-demographic variables can 
help control for the self-selection effect.  
The modeling specification demonstrates as follows: 







Where ?̂? is the predicted variable; 𝑋𝑘 is the 𝑘th of 𝑝 independent variables; ?̂? is the 
fixed-effect coefficient; 𝑍𝑙 is the 𝑙th of 𝑞 random effects; ?̂? is the random-effect 
complement; 𝜀 is the residuals. 
The summary for all explanatory variables for the modeling is listed in Table IV-16 
below. 
Table IV-16   Summary for Explanatory Variables 
Category Variable Type 
Dependent 
Transit Usage (logistic) Binary 
VMT (log-linear) Continuous 
Census Tract Level Variables 
 





Population Density Continuous 
Mixed-use Entropy Continuous 
Block Size Continuous 
Transit Proximity Binary 
Park-and-Ride 
Parking Capacity Continuous 
Distance to Station Continuous 
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Individual Trip Level Variables 
Travel 
Pattern 
Trip Duration Continuous 
Trip Distance Continuous 
Trip Purpose Categorical 
Household 
Characteristics 
Household Size Continuous 
Vehicle Available Continuous 
Household Income Categorical 





Driver Status Binary 
Working Status Categorical 
Transit Count in 30 Days Continuous 
 
The thesis also frames the model in a two-level-style equation.  
Individual Trip Level:             ?̂?𝑖𝑗 = 𝑎0𝑗 + 𝑎1𝑗𝑋𝑖𝑗 + 𝑎2𝑗𝑍𝑖𝑗 + 𝑎3𝑗𝑉𝑖𝑗 + 𝑒𝑖𝑗 
Census Tract Level:              𝑎0𝑗 = 𝛽00 + 𝛽01𝑊𝑗 + 𝛽02𝑈𝑗 + µ0𝑗 
   𝑎1𝑗 = 𝛽10 + µ1𝑗 
   𝑎2𝑗 = 𝛽20 + µ2𝑗 
   𝑎3𝑗 = 𝛽30 + µ3𝑗 
Where ?̂?𝑖𝑗refers to the predicted dependent variable such as the function of Transit 
Usage (logistic) or VMT (log-linear); i refers to the individual trip; j refers to the census 
tract); 𝑋𝑖𝑗, 𝑍𝑖𝑗, 𝑉𝑖𝑗 refer to travel pattern, household and personal characteristics 
variables respectively; 𝑎0𝑗 refers to the intercept in census tract level;  𝑎1𝑗, 𝑎2𝑗, 𝑎3𝑗 refer 
to estimates for the coefficient between the dependent variable and variables of 
individual trip level; 𝑊𝑗, 𝑈𝑗 mean built environment and park-and-ride variables 
respectively; 𝛽00 refers to the overall intercept; 𝛽01, 𝛽02 mean the overall regression 
coefficient between the dependent variable and census tract variables; 𝛽10, 𝛽20, 𝛽30 
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mean the overall regression coefficient between the dependent variables and individual 
trip variables; 𝑒𝑖𝑗,  µ0𝑗, µ1𝑗, µ2𝑗, µ3𝑗 stand for random errors. 
3.3 Modeling Result 
After conducting mixed effect logistic regression for Transit Usage and mixed effect log-
linear regression with a random intercept by census tract ID, the overall goodness-of-fit 
of the modeling should be examined.  
Mixed Effect Logistic Modeling on Transit Usage 
For the transit usage function, the deviance of residual deviance is much lower (5583) 
than the null deviance of the baseline model (8756), which means that the model 
becomes better on overall goodness-of-fit. In other words, the regression model for 
transit usage is functional in general. 
As the thesis introduces the mixed effect model, the comparison with the conventional 
fixed effect model is necessary. A conventional binary logistic regression model without 
consideration of census tract clustering has also developed as a control model. Table 
IV-17 below presents the variance of the overall goodness-of-fit between those two 
models.  
Table IV-17   Goodness-of-Fit between Fixed and Mixed Effect Logistic Modeling 
Modeling AIC BIC Deviance Chi-Square 
Fixed Effect Logistic 5765.0 6054.2 5695.0  
Mixed Effect Logistic 5655.1 5952.6 5583.1 111.85 
 
The result supports that the mixed effect logistic model is a better fit model for the 
variables, as its AIC and BIC are smaller and the Chi-square test is statistically 
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significant. In other words, the mixed effect logistic modeling is much better than the 
fixed effect for describing the transit usage in the Bay Area 
Radom effects of the model entail 1518 census tract IDs with variance of 0.5845. The 
estimate of the intercept in fixed effects is -5.575 and the odds ratio is 0.00379, which is 
statistically significant at a 99.9 percent confidence level. This result proves the 
assumption that trips clustered within particular census tracts are correlated, which also 
provides evidence that the mixed effect logistic model is well suitable. 
The coefficients of other variables in fixed effects are listed in Table IV-18. The 
variables of the built environment, travel pattern, household, and personal 
characteristics generally result in statistically significant as expected. 
Table IV-18   Coefficients of Fixed Effects in Mixed Effect Logistic Model 
Variables Odds Ratio Estimate 
Built 
Environment 
Population Density 1.341079467 
0.2934749 ** 
(-7.638) 
Mixed-use Entropy 0.727147175 
-0.3186264 
(-1.181) 




(0 - not in half-mile catchment census tract; 





Parking Capacity 1.000311089 
0.0003110 
(1.007) 





Trip Duration 1.037782926 
0.0370866 *** 
(24.669) 
Trip Distance 0.969064003 
-0.0314246 *** 
(-11.843) 
Trip Purpose Work 




Trip Purpose School/Daycare/Religious 




Trip Purpose Medical/Dental services 




Trip Purpose Shopping/Errands 





Variables Odds Ratio Estimate 
Trip Purpose Social/Recreational 




Trip Purpose Transport someone 




Trip Purpose Meals 




Trip Purpose Something else 






Household Size 0.945009141 
-0.0565607 
(-1.353) 
Vehicle Available 0.922620481 
-0.0805373 ` 
(-1.754) 
Household Ownership 0.852031339 
-0.1601320 ` 
(-1.695) 
Household Income $10,000 to $14,999 




Household Income $15,000 to $24,999 




Household Income $25,000 to $34,999 




Household Income $35,000 to $49,999 




Household Income $50,000 to $74,999 




Household Income $75,000 to $99,999 




Household Income $100,000 to $124,999 




Household Income $125,000 to $149,999 




Household Income $150,000 to $199,999 




Household Income $200,000 or more 
























Transit Count in 30 Days 1.118425822 
0.1119222 *** 
(28.172) 
Notes. The number in parentheses is z-value. 




The built environment shows a positive relation to public transit usage, which means 
that the higher population density, the smaller block size, and the closer to transit 
station is, the more likelihood of public transit ridership will be. However, the exception 
is the mixed-use entropy variable. The mixed-use entropy variable turns an adverse 
coalition with transit usage even though it does not show statistical significance. This 
result conflicts with the assumption that mixed-use should prompt transit usage. One 
possible explanation is that the land use data is not specific enough for analysis due to 
data availability. Another possible reason could be Shannon Entropy per se, as it can 
not distinguish different mixed-use combinations. Besides, mode choice of walk and 
bicycle in TOD areas reveals the tendency for increasing because people tend to walk 
and cycle locally within the census tract, which potentially decreases transit usage. 
For travel patterns, longer trip duration and short trip distance may increase the 
possibility of transit usage. The trip purpose of work and school/daycare/religious 
activity tend to use transit relative to the purpose of going home, while other purposes 
may not choose the mode of transit. 
In terms of household characteristics, household size does not seem to reveal a strong 
relationship with transit usage. Fewer available vehicles, less ownership and relatively 
lower household income encourage more uses in transit. Meanwhile, younger people 
with no driver license have habits to use transit will be the target group for transit 
service. Furthermore, the significance is not reliable to confirm that full-time workers and 
the female will prefer public transit. 
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Not surprisingly, the park-and-ride facility has a positive impact on the rise of transit 
usage. The odds ratio helps to interpret a more detailed and quantitative figure for this 
relationship. The variable of the distance between park-and-ride and station (natural 
logarithm is used to rescale the data) is statistically significant at a 95 percent 
confidence level. An increase of 1 unit of the distance variable between the park-and-
ride and station is associated with a 15.44 percent increase in the odds of using public 
transit for each trip when other variables are held constant. On the other side, the 
parking spaces indicate a feeble increase of 0.03 percent with the same interpretation in 
the fixed effects. So, instead of the distance, the number of park-and-ride spaces will 
not significantly influence the transit ridership.  
Table IV-19   The Benefits and Cost of Walking Distance between Station and P&R  
The Natural Logarithm 
of Distance  
Distance in Feet 
Percentage of 
Walking 
Interaction of  
Transit Usage & 
Percentage of Walking 
3 20 100% 12.5% 
4 55 98% 14.1% 
5 148 95% 15.8% 
6 403 85% 16.3% 
7 1097 55% 12.2% 
8 2980 10% 2.6% 
Source. Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual and regression model from the thesis 
Notes. The baseline odds of transit usage is 12.5% from the previous analysis. Each row increased 15 
percent in the odds of transit usage from the above when other variables held constant 
 
According to Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual, an average of 75 percent 
of transit passengers walk no farther than 0.25 mi to a local bus stop and at least twice 
as far to rapid-transit service. So the percentage of walking to a transit station will 
decrease dramatically. Combined with the odds ratio from the model, an increase of 1 
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unit of the natural logarithm of distance will gain 15 percent of the possibility of transit 
usage. However, the cost is losing the willingness to walk. Once the distance reaches 
1000 feet, only half of the riders walk to the station. Although Table IV-19 is a rough 
estimation of the benefits and cost of walking distance, the result still shows some 
evidence that placing park-and-ride facilities in the walking distance of 400-1100 feet 
from the stations could be an adaptive distance to increase transit ridership. 
Mixed Effect Log-linear Modeling on VMT 
Table IV-19 below provides the coefficients of fixed effects in the mixed effect log-linear 
model of VMT function. Most of the variables of fixed effects unveil the opposite 
tendency toward the public transit model abovementioned, as VMT is an indicator of 
automobile usage. 














(0 - not in half-mile catchment census tract; 




Log of Parking Capacity 
-0.0463698 * 
(-2.098) 





Trip Purpose Work 
(Home as base) 
0.2280020 *** 
(7.055) 
Trip Purpose School/Daycare/Religious 
Activity (Home as base) 
-0.1607759 ** 
(-2.375) 
Trip Purpose Medical/Dental services 
(Home as base) 
0.1263782  
(1.603) 
Trip Purpose Shopping/Errands 
(Home as base) 
-0.5243903 *** 
(-18.916) 
Trip Purpose Social/Recreational 





Trip Purpose Transport someone 
(Home as base) 
-0.2348715 *** 
(-6.354) 
Trip Purpose Meals 
(Home as base) 
-0.4497498 *** 
(-10.893)  
Trip Purpose Something else 














Household Income $10,000 to $14,999 
(Less than $10,000 as base) 
0.0308389 
(0.232) 
Household Income $15,000 to $24,999 
(Less than $10,000 as base) 
-0.1069258 
(-0.929) 
Household Income $25,000 to $34,999 
(Less than $10,000 as base) 
-0.2900292 ** 
(-2.599) 
Household Income $35,000 to $49,999 
(Less than $10,000 as base) 
-0.0293274 
(-0.270) 
Household Income $50,000 to $74,999 
(Less than $10,000 as base) 
-0.0935562 
(-0.890) 
Household Income $75,000 to $99,999 
(Less than $10,000 as base) 
-0.0125684   
(-0.120) 
Household Income $100,000 to $124,999 
(Less than $10,000 as base) 
-0.0287743 
(-0.273) 
Household Income $125,000 to $149,999 
(Less than $10,000 as base) 
-0.1607692 
(-1.493) 
Household Income $150,000 to $199,999 
(Less than $10,000 as base) 
-0.1606307  
(-1.525) 
Household Income $200,000 or more 













(1-Full Time; 2-Part Time; 3-No Work) 
-0.1393050 *** 
(-10.822) 
Transit Count in 30 Days 
-0.0141385 *** 
(-5.367) 
Notes. The number in parentheses is t-value. 
Chi-square ` Statistically significant at 90% CI. * Idem, 95%. ** Idem, 99%. *** Idem, 99.9% 
 
As the log-linear model is an extension for the general linear model, the coalition can be 
interpreted more intuitively. This section will only take park-and-ride variables for 
interpretation. Both parking spaces and distance between the station and park-and-ride 
appear to have significant effects on VMT in the fixed effects since the statistical 
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significances are at over 90 percent confidence interval. Increasing parking spaces and 
replacing park-and-ride away from the core area of TOD will cause to reduce VMT. An 
increase of 1 unit on the natural logarithm of parking space or the distance would imply 
a drop of 0.0464 or 0.0490 variances on the natural log of VMT, respectively (not a 
direct linear relationship). 
The relationship between parking and VMT needs to convey into a linear correlation on 
the percentage of change for a better understanding. More specifically, an increase of 
11.1 percent of the walking distance between station and park-and-ride (in feet) will 
cause VMT to have a decline of 4.8 percent. Similarly, every 11.1 percent increase in 
the number of park spaces offsets 4.5 percent VMT. However, the enlargement on 
walking distance and parking quantity can not perpetuate as other elements and carry 
capacity restrict the scale. As the same reason for the willingness to walk as the transit 
model, the distance should maintain the same range between 400 to 1100 feet. The 
right number of parking spaces can not deduce from the model because it needs to 
follow the traffic demand model and impact analysis, which could be the opportunities 
for further research. But the thesis assumes the number should be as many as possible, 
like over 300 in the Bay Area, and the facilities can divide into smaller ones set around 
the transit stations 
In all, the results from the mixed effects modeling reveal that enlarging the distance 
between park-and-ride and transit station would significantly increase the possibility of 
transit ridership. Increasing park-and-ride spaces and extending the distance of park-
and-ride would considerably reduce the vehicle miles traveled if other conditions or 
factors remain stable. As the role of adjustment for parking elaborated in the previous 
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part, these series of quantitative analyses, combined with the descriptive analyses from 
NHTS and ACS data, provide convincing evidence that parking still plays a substantial 
part in the TOD area. 
4 Associated GHG Emission Reduction 
In the context of a continuous increase of vehicle miles traveled throughout the nation, 
the Bay Area seems to be a countermarch. It appears to gradually get rid of heavy 
automobile dependence rather than merely curb the trend from the evidence of TOD 
projects and the modal shift mentioned above. The previous analyses provided reliable 
evidence on transit ridership increase and VMT decrease in the TOD areas and 
influenced by park-and-ride facilities. As one of the direct benefits of VMT-related 
reduction, greenhouse gas is also hotly debated whether TOD reduces the emission. 
According to the latest U.S Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks released from EPA, 
total gross U.S. GHG emissions were 6,677.8 million metric tons of carbon dioxide 
equivalent (MMT CO2 Eq) in 2018, fluctuated with a rate of 3 percent in recent five 
years. Transportation activities accounted for 27.9 percent of U.S. greenhouse gas 
emissions in 2018. The most significant sources of transportation greenhouse gas 
emissions in 2018 were passenger cars, which held 41.0 percent (EPA, 2020). In other 
words, passenger cars alone shared 11.4 percent of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions in 
2018.  
Meanwhile, the transportation sector weights more in California State. Approximately 
40.1 percent of California GHG emissions (424.1 MMT CO2 Eq) in 2017 generated from 
transportation, while passenger vehicles surged to 28.0 percent of the total amount 
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(California Air Resources Board, 2019). It is nearly 2.5 times as much as the national 
average. When zooming into the Bay Area, a study on the consumption-based GHG 
inventory revealed that the proportion of GHG emissions for the transportation sector is 
32.8 percent, close to the national average for transportation share (Jones and 
Kammen, 2015). 
This study uses VMT from NHTS California to estimate GHG emissions for vehicle 
travel as well, which exists a linear coalition between two variables. If certain factors 
would affect VMT, then those must have the same impact on GHG emissions. The 
emissions from public transit also get involved. It turns out that average GHG emissions 
per capita for vehicle travel is 3.55 MT CO2 Eq in the Bay Area, and transit is merely 
0.02 MT CO2 Eq. The vast gap between the emissions of two travel modes is 
astonishing. Considering 70 percent of deductions for passenger vehicles (referring to 
California ARB statistics), average GHG emissions per capita would save theoretically 
2.4 MT CO2 Eq if a resident completely shifts from a private vehicle to public transit for 
the same trip. Parking in TOD will be the combination of both sides for GHG emissions. 
However, parking facility access distance (origin to parking facility) only holds a small 
proportion of the total travel distance (origin to destination) and mainly ranges within 5 
miles (Turnbull et al., 2004). So the trade-in of park and ride still helps to reduce GHG 
emissions of passenger vehicles travel. 
In terms of spatial distribution, the study conducts a mapping of average household 
GHG emissions by census block group for the Bay Area communities, as displayed in 
Figure IV-9 below. GHG emissions per household tend to be lower in dense urban 
areas and suburban centers, and higher in the rest of suburban areas. In comparison to 
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the identified TOD areas in the Bay Area, lower GHG emissions areas are highly 
consistent with the spatial distribution of the TOD areas, especially San Francisco, the 
East Bay with BART, and the South Bay along the commuter rail. Another study on 
GHG emissions also claims that TOD with higher location efficiency is likely to expect a 
significant reduction of GHG emissions ranging from 31 to 78 percent, compared to the 
average place with conventional automobile usage (Haas et al., 2010).  
  
Figure IV-8   Comparison of Average Household GHG Emission and TOD Areas 
Source: Consumption-Based Greenhouse Gas Inventory of San Francisco Bay Area (left figure) 
 
As TOD features accessible transit, high density, mixed land-use and comfortable 
pedestrian friendliness, those research results indirectly demonstrate the assumption 
that TOD reduces GHG emissions to a certain degree. 
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Part V Discussion 
1 Policy Context 
Nowadays, the San Francisco Bay Area may have the most severe housing crisis in the 
metropolitan areas of the nation, especially at the moment of SB 50 failing. This bill was 
believed to challenge single-family housing and automobile dependence by removing 
limits on housing density proximity to public transit. After the rejection, there are limited 
policy tools to help address the problem at a regional level. The housing crisis in the 
San Francisco Bay Area has been decades with a convincing foundation: there is not 
enough housing to accommodate the growing population. 
Furthermore, policymaking, like regulatory barriers, tax policy challenges, insufficient 
progress, and practical support, restricts the production of housing. As the thesis aims 
to highlight, the transit-priority policy is a synergistic approach to combine 
multidisciplinary policies, including transportation, infrastructure, housing, sustainability, 
energy, and civics. From the key findings through all the analysis, TOD undoubtedly 
contributes to the tendency of future development. Under the condition of limited land, 
the TOD areas are still able to maximize the utility of resources via high density, mixed-
use and human-scale block. Thus, the TOD areas achieve the principal objectives of 
encouraging transit usage and relieving automobile dependence.  
Although public transit could bring tangible benefits and the authorities realize that tool, 
the existing general plan and zoning code do not provide a favorable condition for 
transit and development in the Bay Area. In the San Francisco Bay Area, over 55 
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percent of jurisdictions allow by-right development in some cases. However, that also 
means that in nearly half of jurisdictions, every project must undergo discretionary 
review. Furthermore, there is no jurisdiction allowing by-right development without size 
limits in transit districts, contradictory to the encouragement of more sustainable transit-
oriented development (Terner Center, 2019).  
The public transit is also facing capacity challenges and funding support in the Bay 
Area. Without powerful action to improve the job-housing balance in the Bay Area, the 
housing crisis and transit challenges are likely to exacerbate in the future. 
Developing TOD and park-and-ride facilities in suburban areas could a promising way 
despite making compromises to urban sprawl. On the one hand, the park-and-ride 
induces more transfer from automobile to transit for facilitating transit ridership growth 
and curbing automobile dependence, resulting in more revenue for transit. On the other 
hand, park-and-ride facilities intangibly expand the service areas of TOD based on the 
walking distance. Suburban areas have relatively low building cost and TOD can take 
advantage of imposing higher density communities, mix with housing, commercial, 
employment center and civic facilities. MTC and ABAG have invested in the Transit-
Oriented Affordable Housing (TOAH) program revolving loan fund. With more 
development introducing into the TOD areas, there will be a potential window on 
creating jobs-housing balance. Thus, park-and-ride facilities could be an essential 
interim measure. The Bay Area should advocate for increases in funding for critical 
projects, as well as for the maintenance of existing infrastructure. 
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The Bay Area adopted a “self-help” approach toward funding transportation. Although 
the Bay Area has many transportation needs and challenges, the “self-help” does help 
to alleviate through sufficient and continued resource investment coupled with more 
efficient use of the existing infrastructure. Relieving transit challenges and increasing 
transit access will require broad regional coordination and planning. The Bay Area 
should also continue advocating for increases in funding for critical expansion projects, 
as well as for the maintenance of existing infrastructure (Plan Bay Area 2040, 2017). 
2 Innovative Approaches 
2.1 Shared Mobility 
From the analysis of parking in TOD, it is concluded that consistent supply and proper 
location of park-and-ride facilities will contribute to transit ridership increase and VMT 
reduction. Thus, excessive dependence on the automobile would be constrained, and 
non-essential GHG emissions and energy consumption would be limited at the regional 
scale.  
However, the most significant detriment of this seemingly virtuous circle may be park-
and-ride per se because the precondition of park-and-ride mode binds household and 
vehicle ownership together. Although park-and-ride mode realizes the transfer from 
private vehicles to public transit, it is still a short-term comprise of automobile-oriented 
service in essence. The prevalence of park-and-ride mode implies the dominance of 
vehicle ownership. 
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With the rapid development of technology, shared mobility is blossoming in recent 
years. A simple touch on the mobile device makes mobility in the cities unrivaled at any 
time and any place. Shared mobility like ridesharing offsets the restrict of vehicle 
ownership and remedy elastic on-demand of fixed transit service. This a series of new 
modes generates more mobility options to reduce transportation costs and expand 
social justice to some extent. While shared mobility unavoidably competes with 
traditional public transit in some instances, it undoubtedly creates more interaction as 
well. In general, shared mobility tends to complement public transit in many ways 
(Feigon et al., 2016). 
One of the roles in complementing is extending transit service both on temporal and 
spatial dimensions. Shared mobility can be a substitute for the time when transit 
operates infrequent or unavailable and for the place where transit hardly covers. 
Another role is augmenting on-demand service for as many riders as possible. Via is an 
excellent example of integration with existing public transit networks (Via, 2020). This 
transportation network company cooperates with local transit agencies to provide 
reliable and affordable first- and last-mile transit access. 
The access service replaces the original role of park-and-ride facilities without the 
prerequisite of vehicle ownership and long-term parking spaces. Additionally, it will 
increase the ridership and revenue for the private sector and the public agency at the 
same and reduce VMT as well. So mobility is no longer merely a thing. The concept of 
Mobility-as-a-Service (Maas) requires the backbone of public transit and the synergy of 
the multimodal system to acquire shared outcomes. 
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2.2 Autonomous Vehicle 
The autonomous vehicle is a game-changer to the current mobility because people 
foresee unlimited potential in this new mode. It may have the ability to optimize mobility 
efficiency, reduce VMT and GHG emissions, relieve traffic congestion, improve safety, 
rebalance socioeconomic inequity, and pursue all the visions for future mobility. The 
research prevalence of autonomous vehicles is accelerating. Not only technology 
companies or automobile manufacturers are committing to innovations, but also 
planners and policymakers are participating in the realm. The adoption of autonomous 
vehicles will considerably influence the scale or even the direction of plans, regulations, 
and policies. The National Association of City Transportation Officials releases the 
Blueprint for Autonomous Urbanism to guide automation to result in a sustainable and 
vibrant future (NACTO, 2019). One of the principles lies in moving people not cars, 
implying that transit is still the key to a people-focused autonomous future. NACTO 
holds that autonomous technology can have the most immediate direct impact on fixed 
routes of transit and expand service further with the aid of the autonomous bus. 
Proactive response in more frequent service treats mobility as a service. At that time, 
the park-and-ride mode can completely shift to autonomous transit, combined with the 
on-demand autonomous bus and mass autonomous rail. 
The impacts of autonomous vehicles do not rely on the reform of technology but 
represent the reconstruction of travel behavior and transportation system. Smolnicki 
believes that user behaviors influence how infrastructure is used through historical 
evidence. Changing human action would be an important part of mobility management. 
Thus, he introduces the concept of Mobility-Oriented Development (MOD), using the 
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MaaS with acceptance of autonomous vehicles to support the development of 
communities and manage travel behaviors. 
Transit-oriented development only focuses on the close proximity of transit nodes 
because of its unique features. The spatial dependence on transit makes it extremely 
difficult to diffuse the influence and benefit on a larger scale. Park-and-ride mode 
expands TOD by providing more ridership and extending larger catchment areas. Park-
and-ride also helps to realize the transition from private vehicles to public transit. With 
the rise of shared mobility, MaaS, and upcoming autonomous vehicles, the boundary 
between private and public mobility will blur, with more and more public-private 
partnerships connecting and interacting. This is of great importance to human-centric 
and transit-prioritized. Those innovative approaches will complement TOD for more 
significant and widespread impacts of lifestyle.  
3 Policy Recommendation 
3.1 Off-Street Parking in TOD 
Establish Restricted and Tailored Criteria for Off-Street Parking in TOD 
Off-street parking holds a dominant position in TOD, which consists of parking for the 
transit users and parking for the development. For the transit users’ parking, often 
referring to the park-and-ride facility, it is critical to modal shift and VMT reduction in the 
regional scale, as discussed throughout this thesis. Transit agencies usually own the 
property of park-and-ride and require parking replacement at a specific ratio (like 1:1 for 
BART) when new or regenerated TOD is about to introduce. Criteria should be 
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established for appropriate supply (spaces), form (structured or underground), location 
(or relocation), and timing (for use) inconsistent with the scale of the transit station. 
Parking supply and location have been confirmed to have significant impacts on transit 
usage and VMT via modeling in the thesis. Short-term parking (kiss-and-ride) facilities 
for private vehicles and surging shared mobility should also be put into consideration. 
Additionally, parking for transit users (park-and-ride) is encouraged to set in suburban 
areas away from the urban core. 
For the parking of development in TOD, parking requirements should be tailored to 
demand-based and site-specific standards. A parking report for California TOD lists 
several case studies with special TOD parking standards (Parsons Brinckerhoff, 2002). 
The reduced parking and maximum requirements were established via negotiations or 
incentives between developers and local authorities. As the parking demand in TOD is 
about 50 percent of what is predicted based on the Institute of Transportation Engineers 
(ITE) guidelines (Ewing et al., 2017), standards for current development may not be 
suitable for the TOD area. 
3.2 On-Street Parking in TOD 
Adopt Dynamic Management for On-Street Parking in TOD 
On-street parking provides ad hoc spaces for retail activities, visitor parking, freight 
delivery, and even residential parking. Its service target will change periodically within 
24 hours per day. Dynamic management for on-street parking should be adopted 
according to a different period and characteristics. The maximum time for parking 
session ensures that few vehicles will occupy the space for a long time to encourage 
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rapid turnover and manage short-term demand. Pedestrian pocket in the core of TOD 
should not allow any on-street parking. 
3.3 Shared Parking in TOD 
Form a Mechanism Cooperated with Stakeholders for Shared Parking in TOD 
The feature of mixed land use in TOD makes shared parking a most promising 
approach, and the combination of potential property owners makes it a most 
uncoordinated negotiation as well. 
Different land uses have variances in parking demand, generation, and temporal 
patterns. The combination of specific land uses may result in further parking reductions, 
like office and residential. However, stakeholders may have different requests or 
willingness, even just one developer and one transit agency. That is the reason why a 
mechanism cooperated with stakeholders should form. Sharing parking involves sharing 
potential economic revenue, infrastructural costs, and social responsibilities. Local 
authorities should actively wade in to offer developers more options and flexibilities with 
administrative orientation and economic incentives. Thus, a binding agreement can be 
effectively enacted as soon as possible. 
3.4 Parking Pricing in TOD 
Use Targeted Parking Pricing to Balance the Demand in TOD 
The drivers are so sensitive to the variance of parking pricing that pricing could be a 
powerful tool to balance the demand when physical infrastructure does not change in 
the short-term. 
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The TOD area should use district-based parking pricing. The more proximity to the core 
of TOD (pedestrian pocket) parking locates, the higher the pricing will be. District-based 
parking pricing ensures the priority of pedestrian activities and transit. Pricing of on-
street parking should be higher than off-street parking to encourage less parking on the 
streets in TOD. Besides, the parking for transit users should charge non-users much 
more to prevent this non-essential use. Transit users can obtain a discount or free to 
use to the parking for transit users. 
3.5 Integrated Policies in TOD 
Create A Series of Integrated Policies to Support Mobility in TOD 
Policy on parking is a product affected by multi factors rather than transportation alone, 
especially in a dense, mixed-use, pedestrian-friendly, transit-prioritized TOD.  
Except for the abovementioned policies and demand management on parking, a 
comprehensive transportation vision should be raised to guide what specificity of the 
multimode the TOD area will result in and how restrictive of the extent the TOD area will 
reach. The policies should set the scene for adaptation to innovative approaches and 
flexibility for dynamic needs in the future, like shared mobility and autonomous vehicles. 
Land use also contributes to the synergy if job house balance in a relatively small area 
covers a higher percentage of the population. Infrastructure strongly influences travel 
behaviors. The infrastructural settings tend to be more human-scale and less 
automobile-oriented in order to augment transit usage and reduce VMT. Residents in 
such infrastructural settings are more likely to walk or bicycle not use cars because 
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intangible hardship has been conducted on vehicle usage, which leads to less parking 
demand.  
4 Research Limitation 
4.1 Parking Data  
The impact of parking on transit usage and VMT mainly focuses on park-and-ride 
facilities that contain significant influence in TOD, including parking supply and distance 
to the stations. However, parking in TOD comprises parking for transit and parking for 
the development, which implies that park-and-ride does not represent the whole parking 
characteristics. The main issue that causes missing pieces of the puzzle is the 
availability of parking data on the regional scale. The detailed information about off-
street parking for development and on-street parking remains fairly fuzzy throughout the 
Bay Area. The case-based approach may remedy this shortcoming while it can not 
afford the whole region. To fill the gap will require a wealthy database that ties together 
information on parking location, supply, size, pricing, and management. 
4.2 TOD Identification 
A quantitative but arbitrary method has been conducted despite using core features of 
TOD in order to identify TOD on a regional scale. More further studies should test the 
variance between different identification methods and cross-compare the best practices 
in the real-world to determine what the principal component will be. 
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Besides, the contrary regression occurs to the mixed-use entropy in statistical modeling. 
One possible explanation is that the land use data is not specific enough for analysis 
due to data availability. Not every county in the Bay Area provides the land use for each 
parcel. Another possible reason could be Shannon Entropy per se as it can not 
distinguish between the place mixed with residential and commercial and the one mixed 
with industry and green buffer if the ration is identical. 
4.3 Spatial Patterns 
The unit for spatial analysis is the census tract, but sometimes the scale of a TOD is 
much smaller than the particular census tract, which may result in bias in classification. 
Meanwhile, the census tract will contain more socio-demographic data from ACS 5-year 
estimate than the smaller geographic unit. NHTS dataset only has the location of origin 
and destination without the transfer location; otherwise, the extension transit catchment 





Part VI Conclusion 
1 Key Findings 
The thesis has reviewed the evolution and the definition of transit-oriented development. 
Although no universally accepted definition represents the concept, high density, mixed-
use development, pedestrian friendliness, and transit access indubitably become the 
core value to integrate more sustainable and livable communities.  
Based on the definition and key factors of TOD, the thesis identifies TODs in the San 
Francisco Bay Area using a quantitative method. The TOD areas accommodate 11.8 
percent of the total population in the Bay Area, covering only 1.1 percent of the land. 
The socio-demographics in the TOD areas intend to accommodate more younger 
people, more small-size and low- or moderate-income families. The residents in the 
TOD areas choose to rent and have less automobile dependence. 
Among 30672 trip records in the Bay Area, 5917 trips are related to the TOD areas. 
Public transit usage surges up to 12.5 percent in mode choice for commute, with an 
average of 6.9 percent for all purposes. The mean vehicle miles traveled for each trip 
declines from 12.2 miles to 11.2 miles. Travel survey also reveals that most transfers 
from automobile to transit happen in suburban areas like East Bay and South Bay rather 
than the urban core. Developing TOD in suburban areas will help to intersect 
automobile usage into the urban core and raise the possibility of transit usage. 
A multi-level model mixed with fixed and random effects is chosen to develop for the 
analysis. The statistical modeling proves the assumption that trips clustered within 
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particular census tracts are correlated. The results unveil the evidence that parking 
spaces and walking distance between stations and park-and-ride have a significant 
impact on transit usage and vehicle miles traveled in the Bay Area. Specifically, instead 
of the distance, the number of park-and-ride spaces will not significantly influence the 
transit ridership. Placing park-and-ride facilities in the walking distance of 400-1100 feet 
from the stations could be an adaptive distance to increase transit ridership. An 
increase of 11.1 percent of the walking distance between station and park-and-ride (in 
feet) will cause vehicle miles traveled to have a decline of 4.8 percent. Every 11.1 
percent increase in the number of park spaces offsets 4.5 percent vehicle miles 
traveled. 
Transit ridership increase and vehicle miles traveled decline will contribute to 
Greenhouse gas emissions reduction. Greenhouse gas emissions per household tend 
to be lower in dense urban areas and suburban centers, and higher in the rest of 
suburban areas. This result meshes with the identification of TOD areas in the Bay 
Area, which indicates the TOD areas are highly likely to have lower GHG emissions. 
Parking is a robust regulator to adjust traffic demand and spur modal shifts and still play 
a role in facilitating transit ridership and offsetting automobile dependence. Parking in 
TOD needs the support of integrated policy on demand management. 
2 Future Implication 
Transit-oriented development only focuses on the close proximity of transit nodes 
because of its unique features. The spatial dependence on transit makes it extremely 
difficult to diffuse the influence and benefit on a larger scale. Park-and-ride mode 
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expands TOD by providing more ridership and extending larger catchment areas. Park-
and-ride also helps to realize the transition from private vehicles to public transit. With 
the rise of shared mobility, MaaS, and upcoming autonomous vehicles, the boundary 
between private and public mobility will blur, with more and more public-private 
partnerships connecting and interacting. The innovative approaches will complement 
TOD for more significant and widespread impacts of lifestyle.  
Considerable progress has been made in understanding the role of parking in TOD and 
the two hypotheses have confirmed. Parking correlates with vehicle miles traveled and 
transit ridership in TOD at an adaptive distance and tailored scale. More studies are 
needed to keep pace with the flux of our society. Also, the knowledge of this thesis is 
very limited. How to identify and evaluate TOD at the regional scale is still the jewel in 
the crown. More further studies should test the variance between different identification 
methods and cross-compare the best practices in the real-world to determine what the 
principal component will be. Another promising line of study would involve a more 
detailed and comprehensive parking analysis in TOD. With the help of wealthy database 
and traffic sensors, future research could refine the codes and guidelines for transit and 
vehicles. Also, policy insights of TOD in the Bay Area could be of great importance. It 
will be an exciting adventure to impose and implement a mixed-use community within 
an average 2000-foot walking distance of a transit stop and a core commercial area in 
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